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FDI – Ready to Use

by Carl Henning - Friday, July 29, 2016

http://profinews.com/2016/07/fdi-ready-to-use/

By accomplishing the development of FDI (Field Device Integration) technology PROFIBUS &
PROFINET International (PI) and its partner organizations have passed 

an extraordinary milestone. Not only because the technology will
greatly facilitate the device integration in the future. But - and especially - because FDI is the joint result
of a trusting and intensive network of manufacturers and organizations for industrial communication. We
were motivated by the strong user interest in a uniform and practical integration technology for process
automation. The goal was consistent, simplified device integration. The boundary conditions were
maximum manufacturer-neutrality as well as use of proven elements of existing technologies.

The completion of the FDI technology is impressive evidence that a targeted intensive cooperation of
different organizations in industrial automation can be successful and can provide users with operational
technologies for their solutions. This includes the specification of FDI, EDDL, tools, and components to
support efficient product development. After completion of work in the FDI Cooperation LLC, the
establishment of FDI technology in the market is an important next step. Key elements to promote the
market penetration of FDI are the tools and components. Another element is the joint establishment of
testing, certification, and registration rules. To ensure this, PI and FieldComm Group are contractually
bound to provide a common development, maintenance, and deployment on the market.

To support device manufacturers in integrating FDI in their devices, an across-protocol development tool
(Integrated Development Environment, IDE) has been provided. It supports the efficient development,
testing, and generation of FDI Device Packages, as well as a low-overhead pass-through of existing EDDs
in an FDI Device Package. It enables device manufacturers to create FDI Device Packages for
PROFIBUS, PROFINET, Foundation Fieldbus, and HART devices using unified processes. Another
important result for FDI is definition of architecture for FDI Host Components that allow a uniform
treatment of Device Integration Packages in various FDI Hosts. The implementation of such a component
that has been created in the context of our activities will serve host manufacturers as a reference while
implementing FDI in their tools.

The IDE and the Host Component can be obtained from the PI website.
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Join Thousands of Mobile App Users!

by Michael Bowne - Friday, July 29, 2016

http://profinews.com/2016/07/join-thousands-of-mobile-app-users/

To those of you reading this on the PROFINEWS App on your mobile device: Thanks!

To the rest of you:

Download the PROFINEWS App Today!

After releasing Version 2 of our mobile App last month, users have been downloading it at a steady clip.
The PROFINEWS App is the easiest way to stay up-to-date with all of the activities going on around the
globe in the world of PI. Not only that, you'll gain access to articles before they're published via email. 

_______________________________________________
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Asset Management to the Last Device

by Michael Bowne - Friday, July 29, 2016

http://profinews.com/2016/07/asset-management-to-the-last-device/

How the concept of asset management is evolving with the Industrial Internet of Things to address assets
ranging from robots to I/O blocks

The cutting edge thought process in manufacturing today is to use the automation network for more than
just automation. That could mean using it for safety, energy management, embedded web servers or asset
management. Asset management may be considered “old hat” in the manufacturing space, but under the
influence of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), new life is being breathed into the topic.

What’s new is the extent to which asset management is evolving. It’s not just about factory lines or cells
or even individual machines anymore—it’s now coming down to singular devices.

There are two main drivers behind this development. The first is the installation of Ethernet into the
farthest reaches of the network. This allows asset management information to be retrieved transparently.
The second is the increased ease with which data can be mined, stored and analyzed. This means
complete information on a device can be gathered, not just fragmented pieces.

The benefits of asset management for connected devices as a profit driver are well known, but to achieve
this you must leverage the information stored in memory on the device. This information falls in two
categories: identification data (I-data) and maintenance data (M-data). Together, this I&M data contains
all the required information needed to label, locate and describe a networked device. The device can be
anything: a robot, a motor, a valve or an I/O block. I-data records contain read-only information about the
device like the serial number, hardware version and software version. M-data on the other hand, are read-
write data written at the time of installation, such as a plant-wide unique identifier, location or installation
date.

The best way to understand the usefulness of I&M data is via example. Consider a network with multiple
instances of the same type of robot. These robots may have been installed at different times or upgraded
along the way. Performing an I&M audit quickly informs a maintenance manager that some of the robots
do not have the latest firmware version installed. This is particularly useful in large networks, where I-
data makes it easy to distinguish similar devices from each other. In general, it’s best to think of I&M
data as a traditional nameplate, but smarter and in electronic form.
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Programmable alarm states enable predictive maintenance.

M-data is not only written during device installation, it is also acquired during production. Critical
components can trigger a flag when certain preset maintenance conditions are met. Typically this
involves an extended traffic-light model to display device states. In addition to the standard failure state,
pre-warning levels such as “maintenance required” and “maintenance demanded” are also employed. For
example, if a plant manager knows the valve will degrade after 10,000 actuations, a “maintenance
required” flag is set after 8,000, and a “maintenance demanded” flag is set after 9,000. This can help
eliminate costly unplanned downtime.

Many of these concepts are not new, having been part of the Profinet specification for a decade. In the
ISA-95 hierarchy, I&M data is passed from the field level to the MES level and to the ERP level. With
many IIoT futurists predicting a transformation of that hierarchy into a flatter network architecture, the
connection from field level systems to MES and ERP systems will become more transparent and direct.
Therefore the focus of asset management needs to expand to include the network to which those devices
are connected.
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Support for I&M data in Profinet networks going back as far as 2006.

Because a factory’s automation network is used for more than just automation, it is an infrastructure and
an asset unto itself. Just like I&M data is used to manage the assets connected to a network, there are
tools available to manage the network as an asset. Due to the proliferation of Ethernet at the office level,
its adoption at the field level allows manufacturers to leverage many of the tools developed for it along
the way.

One such tool is the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). It can be used to query Ethernet
switches (standalone, or in devices) for many Ethernet-related parameters like bandwidth utilization,
retries, link status, etc. Another tool is Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP), which makes it easy to
extract the topology of a network. Finally, Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP)—which is so universal
that we almost forget it’s a protocol—delivers the ability to browse web pages in connected devices.

Article appears in the August issue of AutomationWorld magazine

_______________________________________________
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The PROFINET Go App and Other Blog Posts

by Carl Henning - Friday, July 29, 2016

http://profinews.com/2016/07/the-profinet-go-app-and-other-blog-posts/

The PROFIblog is one of the many social media venues available to followers of PROFINET and
PROFIBUS. Here’s a roundup of recent blog posts (they typically are published every Tuesday morning):

The PROFINET Go App
If I created a new app called PROFINET Go I’m pretty sure it would not be as popular as Pokémon Go.
If you’re not familiar with Pokémon Go, first of all, where the heck have you been; second, here’s what
it would entail…

PROFINET in Process
PROFIBUS PA is for process and PROFINET is for factory automation. That was true once. But not
now. PROFINET is now often used in process plants as the main network backbone. And PROFIBUS PA
is still used where no Industrial Ethernet is able to…

PROFINET and Big Data
All that big data has to come from somewhere. PROFINET delivers it. But what is Big Data? Herewith
are some quotes from the IEEE Computer Society magazine Computing Edge, May issue...

PROFINET Plugfest
Plugfests are also called InterOps (for InterOperate). They allow devices from many vendors to be
attached to networks of various controllers. We have an upcoming PROFINET Plugfest. But wait, why is
that necessary? All PROFINET products must be certified…

The New PROFINEWS App
I hope that the first place you come to for news of PROFINET, PROFIBUS, and IO-Link is here on the
PROFIblog. Because it is informal here, I can more quickly present information here. And sometimes in
more detail than in other formats…

An Expanded IIoT Checklist
What does it take to have your very own Industrial Internet of Things project? PROFINET has a role to
play: Things. They're the starting point: the “T” in the IIoT. In the industrial world these are sensors,
actuators, instruments, and I/O blocks…

Uptime with PROFINET
How much does downtime cost you in your plant? An automotive plant’s downtime could cost $10,000
per hour. Your mileage may vary, but there definitely is a cost for downtime at your plant. And you can’t
be everywhere all of the time…

The Network is an Asset
I always think of PROFINET as merely facilitating Asset Management – conveying messages from assets
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(especially process devices) to warn of impending failure and allow proactive maintenance. Then, at PI
Australia’s PROFIBUS & PROFINET Global Forum and Automation Innovation Summit, I heard
something intriguing...

You will find new PROFIblog posts announced on Twitter or sign up for the PROFIblog RSS Feed. 

_______________________________________________
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PROFIBUS PA Sentiments (Part 2)

by Carl Henning - Friday, July 29, 2016

http://profinews.com/2016/07/3578/

In this article (like last month’s) I am going to shed the light on questions that some of our novice
PROFIBUS PA users have asked us recently. There are specialists all over the world who are on the eve
of kicking off an implementation of PROFIBUS PA for the first time in their automation projects. This is
the legacy of the conservative nature of our industry. I was about to write that I am feeling old after
‘looking’ at PA installations for almost 20 years.

What is a Profile Ident Number?

The PA Profile describes a method to exchange an instrument of manufacturer-A with an equivalent
instrument of manufacturer-B. Instead of using the Ident Number of the instrument which is connected to
a specific GSD file, the user can select a Profile Ident Number by means of an asset management tool.

Normally every instrument type has its own fixed Ident Number (PROFIBUS DP legacy). The main
reason is not just to check which instruments are available on the bus, but also to verify that the correct
GSD file was used. The GSD file also contains an Ident Number. If there is a mismatch ‘in the field’ in
contrast of what has been configured, the instrument will never go into data-exchange with the host
system. If the network has been properly configured (Ident Number instrument equals Ident Number GSD
file), the instrument can in default conditions only be replaced by an identical instrument. An alternative
instrument requires a configuration change (new GSD file) and the upload of the new configuration could
lead to a host system stop.

The PA Profile supports Profile Ident Numbers to avoid a configuration or software change. The user can
select by which Ident Number the instrument can identify itself. If the user selects the Profile Ident
Number and uses the Profile GSD file in the configuration tool. The instrument can always be exchanged
by another instrument that uses the same Ident Number. Some instruments support multiple Ident
Numbers to be even compatible with previous product versions.

Some examples ranges of Ident Number that have been standardized in the PA Profile:

Transmitter 0x9700 to 0x970F
Actuator 0x9710 to 0x971F
Discrete input 0x9720 to 0x972F
Discrete output 0x9730 to 0x973F

There are currently instruments available which are able to switch Ident Number independently. They
always adjust themselves to the Ident number that has been programmed in the host system. As long as it
is their Ident Number or the designated Profile Ident Number.

My personal experience is that many users just use instruments with the original Ident Number that was
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set when they unpacked it. They are unaware that this feature is available. Another group claims they will
always replace it with the same instrument because the process has been designed like that (sensor quality
and behavior). In any case, I recommend users re-evaluate their strategy regarding device exchange now
that this feature has been clarified.

Dennis van Booma
PROCENTEC

 

 

For more background on profiles, see past PROFINEWS articles:

Tech Tip: How PROFIBUS PA Profiles Work

Tech Tip: What Are Application Profiles? 

_______________________________________________
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IO-Link, Industrie 4.0, and Industrial Internet of Things

by Carl Henning - Friday, July 29, 2016

http://profinews.com/2016/07/io-link-industrie-4-0-and-industrial-internet-of-things/

IO-Link brings continuity of information from the sensor level to the automation and web worlds.

IO-Link is certainly one of the shooting stars of automation technology. In recent years, the vendor-
neutral plug-in connection has established itself in many applications due to its simplicity, ruggedness,
and low cost. But there's more to IO-Link. For one thing, IO-Link is an enabler for innovative sensors.
For another thing, IO-Link ensures the data availability demanded by Industrie 4.0 and Industrial
Internet of Things.

Ever since Industrie 4.0 and its subset, Industrial Internet of Things, became top topics, manufacturers of
automation components have had to confront the challenge of harmonizing the automation technology
world with the Internet world. Industrie 4.0 is based on global availability of all relevant information.
Generally, it is sensors that supply this information. Sensor manufacturers thus face new challenges but
also have unforeseen opportunities. On the plus side: With the development and establishment of IO-
Link, sensor manufacturers have done the groundwork in the best way possible so that Industrie 4.0
approaches can be easily implemented.

Photo 1: If sensors were mainly used in the past for
switching on and off, today's intelligent sensors frequently cover 10 or even 30 parameters.

In recent years, it is not only Internet applications that have undergone further development. Sensor
technology has also advanced with giant steps. If sensors were mainly used in the past for switching on
and off or to provide distance values, a new class of sensors is now taking center stage. These often cover
10 or even 30 parameters and are very intelligent (photo 1: SICK Sensor "Glare"). Instead of providing
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switching information only, they offer solutions for processes like condition monitoring. For example, a
sensor may currently be able to not only detect an object but also to indicate how well it has detected this
object. Based on this, a cleaning process can be initiated for the sensor at a value of 80 percent. Another
trend: sensors are becoming subsystems that no longer consist of sensors only but also have actuators on-
board. Here too, interesting developments from the field of condition monitoring already exist. For
example, in the case of pneumatic actuators containing pressure sensors, the pressure characteristics are
checked and compared with past pressure characteristics. If changes arise (even creeping changes), early
intervention is possible.

System-independent device engineering

The resulting demands on sensor manufacturers are multifaceted. For example, these types of subsystems
require their own engineering tool and operator interface that can be used to match the device to the
respective application level. A PLC, as we know it today, cannot perform the engineering. Nor is it able
to adapt the subsystem to the respective application. The controllers merely provide a selection of
compiled and filtered information to higher-level system solutions such as SCADA (Supervisory Control
And Data Acquisition) or MES (Manufacturing Execution System) systems.

Photo 2: Sensors are increasingly becoming subsystems
that have actuators on-board. These types of subsystems require their own engineering tool and operator
interface that can be used to match the device to the respective application level. IO-Link provides the
prerequisites for this.

Often, this is not desirable because the subsystem manufacturers have inserted a lot of know-how in their
products, which they obviously want to protect. One example of such a subsystem, which is already
equipped with its own setting wizard app, is an electric gripper for handling tasks. The user can not only
set up the gripper using the app but also select various device views for service technicians, operators, and
the engineering team, for example. It is crucial for sensor manufacturers and users that this setting wizard
can function independently of the system. Single-cable technology is another requirement. The electric
gripper has only one cable that transmits both power and data (values of pressure and temperature
sensors, distance measurement, etc.)(photo 2: Zimmer gripper). This development was made possible by
IO-Link.

Reliance on standards
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IO-Link uses 3-core unshielded standard cables and replaces inflexible special cables and application-
specific wiring. IO-Link users can typically make use of a standard plug-in connection (M12) and cable
even for complex sensors with multiple signals. Slim 3-core cables can be routed in a space-saving
manner, have smaller bending radii, and are also available in a trailing cable-compatible variant.

Interest in IO-Link is based not only on its simple cabling. Another reason is its continuity from the
control level through the automation level (fieldbus/Ethernet) to the Internet. Industrie 4.0 will not be
possible without standards and continuity. While the world has long agreed on technology (HTML5,
CSS3, and Javascript) on the Internet side and only one system-neutral technology (IO-Link) exists at the
base level, there is currently a colorful variety of technologies at the intermediate level.

IO-Link easily meets the demand for standardized continuity. Over 100 companies around the world have
already implemented the IO-Link standard in their components. The system-independent communication
standard for the lowest field level provides a system-wide cyclic data channel (process data) and acyclic
data channel (parameters and diagnostics) down to the smallest sensors and actuators. As a component of
the internationally recognized standard IEC 61131 (Part 9), IO-Link is associated with control technology
and not fieldbuses (IEC 61158 and IEC 61784). As a result, the point-to-point connection can be
integrated in all fieldbuses worldwide and is not tied to manufacturer-specific systems.

Even if many users describe direct continuity between the automation world and the Internet world, the
reality is (often still) something else. Currently, data switches are often integrated after the sensor level
(IO-Link) that steer the data to the automation world or the web world. IO-Link operates independently of
this – through its simplicity it delivers information to both worlds.

The manageable costs of IO-Link have also contributed to its huge success. Often underestimated is the
fact that almost everyone who thinks about Industrie 4.0 today connects this with Ethernet technology.
But, because of cost or space restrictions, not every sensor in a factory will have an Ethernet interface.
Problem-free integration of an IO-Link interface is also possible in price-sensitive or tiny components
based on the very low implementation and component costs.

Enabler for innovative sensors

It is also apparent that entirely new opportunities for sensor development are coming into play and IO-
Link will be the enabler of new applications. For example, signal lamps are being developed that would
not exist without IO-Link. Normally, there are two wires per color in signal lamps. The more colors there
are, the thicker the cable will be. In this signal lamp, various segments can be individually used in
different modes. The conventional signal lamp thus becomes a flexible display instrument that can
visually indicate the stacking height of packages; for example, to wire this lamp conventionally, an
80-core cable would theoretically be needed. With IO-Link, this lamp is a device like any other. The
result is that many lamp manufacturers have implemented the M12 connector as a standard feature in
their internal specifications.

Outlook

Another interesting aspect: all setting parameters as well as high-quality information available through an
IO-Link device are described by the powerful device description (IODD) and accessible to all software
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tools (all the way to the cloud). Together with the worldwide unique device identification, this enables
consistent interpretation of parameters and data. Thus, IO-Link devices can not only be easily
parameterized but APP-based user interfaces and interfaces to cloud services can also be easily generated.
This provides new capabilities relating to plant availability and condition-based maintenance and opens
up additional potential.

Industrie 4.0 offers many opportunities – without continuity, however, many ideas are not feasible. The
IO-Link technology with its ability to communicate down to the lowest field level is thus seen as the key
to the digital factory. The greatest advantages of IO-Link include its simplicity, the fact that there is no
system break with the existing switching technology, and its vendor neutrality. As a result, the entry –
including into the Industrie 4.0 world – will be made significantly easier.

Author: Frank Moritz, SICK AG, Leader of PI Working Groups "IO-Link Technology" and "IO-Link
Quality" 

_______________________________________________
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Training and Events - August 2016

by Carl Henning - Friday, July 29, 2016

http://profinews.com/2016/07/training-and-events-august-2016/

Certified Engineers and Installers meet a global standard of excellence and are listed on the PI website.
Learn more about certification classes and become acquainted with the other types of training offered. A
live webinar is scheduled for August 30, "Introduction to PROFINET." In North America the 22nd annual
member meeting is scheduled.

PI Training Centers (PITCs) offer Certified Network Engineer classes and Certified Installer classes.
Specialization in PROFINET, PROFIBUS DP, PROFIBUS PA, and PROFIsafe is available. Certified
classes are approved by PI and the PITCs are audited by PI to ensure that they comply with the Quality of
Service agreement that has been signed by the PITC and PI. PI through its training working group
provides learning outcomes that must be met by the student before a certificate can be issued. The

learning outcomes are in the form of theoretical and practical tests. The 

certificates are issued by the Regional PI Association for the region in which the class is taught.

Certified Engineers and Installers meet a global standard of excellence and are listed on the PI website.

Regional PI Associations offer non-certification classes, workshops, and seminars. Some examples:

PI North America offers free PROFINET one-day training classes to introduce PROFINET to engineers,
IT, and maintenance staff.
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The free PROFINET one-day training class in Greenville, SC USA on March 29, 2016.

PROFINET Developers Workshop will be offered on September 8 in the UK.

For a complete list of local classes, visit the Training and Event page.

Introduction to PROFINET webinar

PROFINET is the most broadly installed Industrial Ethernet. This webinar will introduce you to the
basics and provide suggestions for further study. Ask your questions during the live webinar on August
30, 2:00pm USA Eastern Time. Register online.

PI North America Member Meeting

PI North America will hold its 22nd annual member meeting in September, the PI North America General
Assembly Meeting. This year will feature, by popular request, many user application stories. In addition,
there will be reports from the working groups, news of the technologies, and plans for 2017. Opportunity
is available for people-to-people networking, too. Details for this member-only event are online. 

_______________________________________________
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Regional News - August 2016

by Michael Bowne - Friday, July 29, 2016

http://profinews.com/2016/07/regional-news-august-2016/

This month, read up on PROFINET Road Shows occurring in Brazil, Technology Awareness Seminars
taking place across South East Asia, and PROFIBUS Troubleshooting and Maintenance classes being
taught in the Middle East. Is there an event in your area that might be worth attending?

 

Brazil

PI BRAZIL has started PROFINET Road Shows. These
technological events aim to spread the fundamentals of the Ethernet standard, PROFINET, along with:

Real-time communication concepts
Discussions on basic configuration
Profinet addressing
Demonstrating the integration between PROFIBUS, PROFINET, and Wi-Fi Networks
Safety
Security
Diagnostics
Process automation
IoT with PROFINET
Best practices
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A PROFINET demonstration kit was assembled, using
devices from many vendors that are Brazil's PI members. After some test events, first edition of
PROFINET Road Show was held in Belo Horizonte - MG on July 14, 2016. The impact of the event was
positive and Mr. Marcio Santos - PROFINET Technology Director of PI Brazil, has already scheduled
the next event, which will take place on August 25 in Sertãozinho - SP. The Road Show is being planned
in many cities in southern Brazil.

South East Asia

The PROFIBUS/PROFINET Association South East Asia (PI-SEA) successfully conducted its first
Technology Awareness Seminar in 2016. The seminar was conducted in Surabaya, Indonesia at the JW
Marriott Hotel on May 25, 2016. 85 people attended the event from 54 different manufacturing
companies and process industries from all over Indonesia.

The Seminar was supported by Leoni, Pepperl + Fuchs, Siemens, and Turck. These companies provided
hands-on demonstrations of their products and solutions during the micro-fair sessions. This gave the
participants the chance to discuss face to face with technology experts.

Mr. Jorey Guzman, President of PI-SEA, presented the latest news, including the overall world figures for
installed nodes. PROFIBUS increased its node base by 2.8M in 2015, bringing the overall total to 53.7M
nodes. PROFIBUS PA accounts now for 9.9M nodes, showing a 10% growth above last year.
PROFINET installed nodes grew from 9.8M to 12.8M in 2015. This 30% increase in a span of 1 year also
validates the trend of real-time Ethernet requirements for industrial applications. Thus, the topic of
Industrie 4.0 / Industrial Internet of Things was a significant part of the presentation. Participants were
very interested in this topic as they were looking into how they would future-proof their manufacturing.

Mr. Arasu Thanigai, Secretary of PI-SEA, presented integration strategies of PROFIBUS PA into
PROFINET and shared best practices for setting up networks based on his many years of experience with
real installations. Mr. Alex To, Senior Sales & Application Manager of Turck Singapore Pte. Ltd., shared
how to simplify Input and Output device architectures. He presented a real business case they recently
implemented successfully. How safe is PROFISafe? This topic was addressed by Mr. Uwe Schumann,
Product Manager for Factory Automation of Siemens Pte Ltd. He discussed machine safety concepts and
showed different examples of safety solutions. Mr. Gary Tan, Sales Manager of Leoni, discussed the
various cabling variations on structure and installation. He showed cable samples to participants at the
micro-fair during breaks. Link Vue Pte Ltd, representing Softing, also provided the participants with
information on Field Diagnostics. Mr. Vidyut Gandhi, Managing Director of Link Vue, included details
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on field equipment, troubleshooting techniques, and also best practices.

The Seminar in Surabaya, Indonesia is part of a continuing Seminar series in ASEAN countries. Mr.
Jorey Guzman said:

“With 54 companies who registered for this event, it shows that there is great interest in the topics
of our Seminar. We thank all our members for their efforts in making this a successful event. We
will continue our Seminar series this year, with Thailand in September.”

The next Technology Awareness Seminar is scheduled for September 29, 2016 in Rayong, Thailand.

Middle East

A successful ?PROFIBUS ?troubleshooting & ?maintenance ?course was carried out at the PI-
MiddleEast office in Dubai. The training is fully concentrated on those who install and maintain
PROFIBUS installations. A complete knowledge package is provided that can be put into practice

immediately.
 

_______________________________________________
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PROFINET of Things - Explained

by Michael Bowne - Friday, July 29, 2016

http://profinews.com/2016/07/profinet-of-things-explained/

By providing deterministic control, data access, and uptime in an open platform, PROFINET is
foundational to the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and Industrie 4.0.

What is the relationship between the Industrial Internet
of Things, the Internet of Things (IoT), and Industrie 4.0? The Internet of Things is the network of
physical objects—devices, vehicles, buildings, and other items embedded with electronics, software,
sensors, and network connectivity—that enables these objects to collect and exchange data. The IoT allows
objects to be sensed and controlled remotely across existing network infrastructure, creating opportunities
for more direct integration of the physical world into computer-based systems, and resulting in improved
efficiency, accuracy, and economic benefit. When IoT is augmented with sensors and actuators, the
technology becomes an instance of the more general class of cyber-physical systems that also
encompasses technologies such as smart grids, smart homes, intelligent transportation, and smart cities.
Each thing is uniquely identifiable through its embedded computing system but is able to interoperate
within the existing Internet infrastructure. Experts estimate that the IoT will consist of almost 50 billion
objects by 2020.

Industrie 4.0 or the “fourth industrial revolution” is a collective term embracing a number of
contemporary automation, data exchange, and manufacturing technologies. It had been defined as a
collective term for technologies and concepts of value chain organization that draws together cyber-
physical systems, the IoT, and the Internet of Services. The term “Industrie 4.0” originated from a project
in the high-tech strategy of the German government that promotes the computerization of manufacturing.

The Internet of Things includes non-industrial items from the consumer and commercial world, in
addition to industrial things. Industrie 4.0 is a holistic look at the manufacturing process that includes the
products themselves, the products that make the products, and the people who make them. It’s at the
intersection between the Internet of Things and Industrie 4.0 that the Industrial Internet of Things resides.
At the core of Industrie 4.0 and the IIoT is the need for interoperability of devices, software, and entire
systems. This is where PROFINET provides a foundational role providing data to the IIoT.

The standard for industrial networking in automation, PROFINET is critical to providing data access,
uptime, and openness to meet the needs of the IIoT. It connects devices, systems, and cells, facilitating
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faster, safer, less costly, and higher quality manufacturing. It easily integrates existing systems and
equipment while taking the rich functionality of Ethernet down to the factory floor.

PROFINET has evolved over the years to a stable state for the communication protocol while work
continues on application profiles, the “objects” that arrange the data consistently. It ensures that the data
is delivered at the needed intervals while indicating its quality. Industrial architectures using PROFINET
are structured to assure that the topology doesn’t change unexpectedly.

PROFINET Data Access

The use of PROFINET helps ensure highly reliable data access. PROFINET is a high-performance
protocol providing the speed required for any application, from microseconds for high-speed IO and
motion to milliseconds for discrete IO to hundreds of milliseconds for process instruments to seconds for
TCP/IP configuration and diagnostic traffic.

Profiles in the PROFINET world are akin to objects in other protocols. Profiles arrange the data in a
consistent format. This can be considered the first place data starts to become information. For example, a
drive that uses PROFIdrive has all the parameters in the same place all the time, regardless of vendor.
This makes it easier to configure the system and also assists with troubleshooting.

When PROFINET first appeared, there were already tens of millions of PROFIBUS nodes. As users
could not be expected to rip and replace existing devices, proxies were developed for PROFIBUS. A
proxy provides a consistent mapping of data from one network to another. Proxies worked so well for
PROFIBUS that the concept has been extended to a dozen additional networks, including Foundation
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Fieldbus and DeviceNet. Furthermore, proxies are defined in the PROFINET standard so the use of open
standards extends to non-Ethernet networks, ones that will remain in use for years because of applications
(e.g., hazardous environments) that cannot currently use Ethernet.

PROFINET Uptime

Uptime is critical to fully realizing the mission critical and professional services characteristics expected
of the IIoT. Diagnostics provide a means of preventing downtime and recovering from downtime quickly.
PROFINET builds on the concepts of PROFIBUS by providing diagnoses of problems at the device,
module, and channel levels. For example, if a device goes offline, a module is missing, or a channel goes
down, alarms are sounded. Because PROFINET mandates the use of standard IT protocols such as LLDP
and SNMP, network problems can be highlighted and addressed before a shutdown.

Simple Device Replacement is an added benefit of requiring LLDP, enabling replacement of a failed
device without using a computer or doing any kind of configuration. PROFINET devices are identified
via a name that is assigned in the configuration. When replacing a defective device, a new device can be
recognized by the IO Controller by means of topology information and have a name automatically
assigned to it. An engineering tool is therefore not required when replacing devices, saving time and
minimizing downtime.

One sure way to make certain the automation system keeps running is to have redundant network media
(and redundant networks), redundant controllers (i.e., “hot standby”), and redundant devices, all of which
PROFINET supports. PROFINET also supports redundant wireless access points, and is the only
Industrial Ethernet that has this level of fault tolerance.

PROFINET Openness

A major driving force of the Industrial Internet of Things and Industrie 4.0 is the reliance on open
standards. PROFINET devices are manufactured according to the PROFINET specification (IEC 61158).
PROFINET is Ethernet, IEEE 802.3. Many other standards also come into play with PROFINET and the
IIoT, including:

IEC 61784
IEC 61508
IEC 61784-3-3
IEEE 802.11 (b, g, a, h, n, ac)
IEEE 802.15.1
IEEE 802.1AB
RFC 1155
RFC 1213
RFC 1157

One challenge for the IIoT is accessing devices that do not have an IP address. Some devices are just too
simple and inexpensive to have any electronics in them. A mechanical limit switch can connect to
PROFINET I/O, so no difficulty there; but what about devices that do have electronics, but no Ethernet
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controller? Devices connected to legacy networks fall into this category. PROFINET addresses this as
part of the PROFINET specification. Using proxies that have standardized, specified data mapping,
PROFINET integrates PROFIBUS DP, PROFIBUS PA, Interbus, DeviceNet, Foundation Fieldbus, and
many others. This open specification approach to non-Ethernet networks is a PROFINET exclusive.

The user benefits from open standards with longer supported lifetimes compared to proprietary standards,
as well as having multiple vendors competing for their business, which helps keep pricing competitive.

The Three Essentials

PROFINET fits the IIoT and Industrie 4.0 by delivering three essential functions: deterministic control,
data access, and uptime maximization. The fact that it is an open network—the most open
network—means that other applications can run seamlessly on the same wire as PROFINET, and in doing
so support both agility and the full scope of next-generation manufacturing. To that end, PROFINET is
well positioned to facilitate the realization of Industrie 4.0 by helping it effectively leverage the power
and functionality of the IIoT.

For additional resources on the PROFINET of Things, visit PROFINETofThings.com.

_______________________________________________
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New Products - August 2016

by Michael Bowne - Friday, July 29, 2016

http://profinews.com/2016/07/new-products-august-2016/

Effortless Connection of CAN-bus Devices to PROFINET

With the new PN/CAN gateway from Systeme Helmholz GmbH, the
connection of CANopen devices to PROFINET is easy and straightforward. The range of products
currently includes versions for the CANopen Master and Layer 2 protocols, and a product version with
the CANopen Slave protocol is in the pipeline.

New Mixed Module for the Axioline F I/O System

Axioline F is a modular I/O system for the control cabinet from Phoenix Contact. Open to all Ethernet-
based communication protocols – like PROFINET – Axioline F offers maximum flexibility. With its 16
digital inputs and eight digital outputs, this module can be used particularly for monitoring and
controlling self-contained system components, whereby more signals are received than are emitted.

Active PROFIBUS Termination Resistor
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The termination of PROFIBUS networks is now performed by the new active
PSI-Terminator-PB-TBUS termination resistor from Phoenix Contact. This device relies on permanent
termination to ensure interference-free communication, particularly in applications that involve
alternating bus devices. The bus line can be connected either via a plug-in double spring terminal block or
a D-SUB socket.

New Outfit for Segment Checker

The latest version of the Pepperl+Fuchs Segment Checker now runs under
Windows 10 and offers an interesting range of new functions and extensions. For example, the tool now
supports the integration of the new PROFINET Gateway into a PROFIBUS PA environment. It also
includes enhanced calculation models for FieldBarriers and handheld diagnostic tools.

_______________________________________________
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